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“…building communities 
isn’t just about cost effective 
quality housing...”

Graham Power, Chairman, 
Power Group of Companies
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Social Cohesion Seminars

Our Focus 

Our primary target areas have included communities with deep-rooted gang affiliations – most 

notably the Cape Flats and the surrounding area. 

How the Programme Works
Gang members are exposed to non-confrontational teachings on the legal system - a space where 

they can participate and work together for the first time in their lives.

Impact
When Dr. Ruben Richards conducted peace seminars with gangs in Cape Town - for the first 

time, community leaders and gang leaders came together in one South African region to stop the 

violence between rival gangs. Their efforts paid off as the number of murders in one neighbourhood 

drastically dropped to zero in the months that followed. 

Our Purpose 

To encourage industrial consciousness, 
self-identity and peace through social 
cohesion and art therapy sessions 
amongst rival gang members.

To encourage open discussions and conversation about peace and social cohesion in certain 

gang-infested communities, the Foundation introduced self-worth and motivational seminars. 

“Gang members are exposed 
to non-confrontational 
teachings on the legal 
system - a space where they 
can participate and work 
together for the first time 
in their lives.”



“The play challenges our 
own worldviews. The kind of 
stereotypes that we’ve always 
associated with gangsterism…”

Dr. Lionel Thaver, 
Sociologist, University of Western Cape



Die Glas Ennie 
Draad Theatre 
Production



Die Glas Ennie Draad 
Theatre Production

About
While the Western Cape accounts for one-tenth of South Africa’s population, it accounts for 60% 

of all drug and gang-related crime in the country. After a year of first-hand field research, and with 

permission from the gang leaders in question, two young performers (Gantane Kusch and Daniel 

Richards) co-wrote and performed DIE GLAS ENNIE DRAAD (The Glass and the Wire), a theatre 

production that outlines the gang mediation and peacebuilding work the Foundation has done 

among the criminal gangs of the Western Cape. Directed by Sandra Temmingh and based on a 

true story; the production follows a socially unhinged gang leader after he survives an 

assassination attempt. After its successful debut at the Artscape Theatre in 2015, the play has been 

performed for numerous platforms, most notably inside some of South Africa’s most notorious 

maximum security prisons - namely Pollsmoor Prison - to 200 inmates. 

 

Partnership with the Women’s Humanitarian Arts Festival
In South Africa, women and children uniquely bear the brunt of gang violence. Invited to participate 

in the annual Artscape Women’s Humanity Festival, the Foundation sponsored a once-off 

performance of DIE GLAS ENNIE DRAAD to communicate its vital message to society’s most 

vulnerable. The sponsorship included a post-viewing critical dialogue with the audience, which was 

implemented with the intention to help the audience make sense of gangsterism and understand the 

challenges linked to building social cohesion.

Theatre Accolade 
Co-written by one of the Foundation’s directors, the DIE GLAS ENNIE DRAAD production has 

received wide recognition for its work and message. 

SILVER OVATION AWARD - 2016

The production received the prestigious Standard Bank Silver Ovation 

award in 2016, when it debuted at the Grahamstown National Arts 

Festival amongst 350 other productions.

To encourage critical dialogue around the sensitive topic of gangsterism, a public 

platform was needed – one that further outlined the Foundation’s mediation work in

gang-infested communities.

In Picture: Gantane Kusch and Daniel Richards performing DIE GLAS ENNIE DRAAD (The Glass 
and the Wire) on stage. 

In Picture: Gantane Kusch, a performer in DIE GLAS ENNIE DRAAD, plays a gang member who 
wishes to change his life. 



Testimonials

Gang leader (1)  

 “This is the story of how I became a gangster. As far as I can remember it started at the age of 

six (6) ... In 2004, eleven (11) of our gang members went to prison. Most of us were charged for 

murder and the others were charged for assaulting people.... I want to become a great father 

and role model to my kids, family and community. I am very sorry for all my wrongdoing. I wish 

to apologise to the families who lost their loved ones, enemies and friends.”

Gang leader (2) 
 “I have been in and out of prison ... I hereby want to thank the Pastors and the Muslims from 

the mosques as well as Dr. Richards for trying their best to make a change in this community 

[Lavender Hill]. I just wish that at the end of the day it will work out.”

Dirk Marais
International Development Consultant

 “The process has progressed to a totally new level with what is now happening since Dr. 

Richard’s involvement ... something that in the years to come we might look back as one of the 

most significant breakthroughs in the history of development work in South Africa!” 

Molana Noor Moses
Muslim Cleric

“As a representative of the Muslim community, I am happy to publicly support the work of Dr. 

Richards and recommend that [he] take his seminars to the entire Cape Flats and wish him all the 

best in his community peacebuilding initiatives.”

Liewellyn Jordaan
Mayoral Councilor

“We invited Dr. Richards to help us deal with the violence and shootings in the Lavender Hill 

community as perpetrated by the gangs in particular... his efforts have contributed positively to 

the reduction of violence and killings in the community. He has won and earned the respect of the 

community leaders as well as the gang bosses of Lavender Hill.”

Taken from the various participants in the Peacebuilding seminars held in Lavender Hill, 

Cape Town (2012), the following testimonials capture the impact of our combined efforts to 

fight gangsterism.

In Picture: Gantane Kusch and Daniel Richards perform during DIE GLAS ENNIE DRAAD at the 
Artscape Theatre. The play is based on a true story. SOURCE: SUNDAY ARGUS

In Picture (Left to Right): Gantane Kusch, Daniel Richards, Ernest William Solomon, Chantal 
Bruckner, Hishaam Mohamed, Rashaad Allen and Dr. Lionel Thaver, with Dr. Ruben Richards leading  
a panel discussion after the play at the Artscape Theatre. SOURCE: SUNDAY ARGUS




